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e--etion t et exnresnodnuit'ee,latically certain very general
feat:ros of the C-tn such PS co-tinuity, indestructibility,
incomnrossibility, homer eneity, and so forth. ;There before
we apT)ealod to the fact that at three o'clock the hour hand
had a fifteen minute start on the minute hand, now we turn
out, ention to boundary conditions kript restrict the range
of functions satisf7inr- the differential eanatiorn
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Place and time, no less than individuality and
continuity, ee tain to the empirical residue. It follows that
the function to be determined will hold iel'erendently of particular
Places and times for, as has been seen, perticular places and
times are, in their basic eeeect, continua of individual defforences.

Thus, Newton's first law of motion is to the
effect that a bcr'y continues in its state of rest or of uniform
motion as long as no external force i'tervenes. This law might
be resarded as a positive correletion between zero acceleration
and zero force. But directly it reeards constant velocities
and is contention is that such velocities pertain to the
,mpirical residue. If t' cre is an necelerati-m, mechanical
annlysis has to assign a coreseondine force. If there is
no acceleration, then mechanical analysis does not have to
bother about assigning, any force. Like rest, constant velocity
lies outside the ranee of problems enviseeed by Newtonian
mechanics. It is a ros duel feature that needs no positive
exelanotion.

Indeed, tore could be no possi positive explanation
of a co stnnt velocity. For it is mere change of place and mere
change of time. One can account for chonee in velocity, nnd
one does so by the law of force. One mi-ht ccount for the
conservation of acielred velocity, but	 :oeld be, perhaps,
a philosophic question rather than a mechanical one. But one
cannot assign anx positive explanation for every eireent
change of place for, si_ce places are continuous, since a
cont_nuum Ks is a non-countable infinite set of CLifferences,
there would be needed a non-coun nble infi ite set of positive
explanations for every insence of constant velocity. But
a non-countable infirie set of positive explanations is impossible.
Therefore, a single explanation has to serve for the whole
duration of a constant velocity, and that is provided # when
one ex, loins tho acceleration that terminates in the cot tent
velocity-,
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However, as is clear from its premise, the point
we are makinc is More general than Newton's first law of motion.
The artsument rests on the impossibility of a non-countable infinite
set of positive ex-lanations. If it may under-pin Newtonian
mechanics, it may also under-pin Maxwell's oloctrinimaxnmEls
theory of the electro-megnotic field. Hence, if we slay use
the technical formulation of the postulete of the Special
Theory of !laud Relativity, we Piny conclude that the mathemaical
ex ression of the principles and laws of physics is invariant
in form uns'er transformations from one sot of coordinate axes
to another set movine ith a relative constant  velocity.
(See Lindsay and Margenau, 101 fl 326 ff.)
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be set forth.

An even more seneral heuristic anticipation can

The empirical inquirer merssres and correlatdo
the results of measurements to reach the functions that relate
thins directly to one anot:er. There follows a principle of
equivalence for all observers.

For, since the function son-1st relstes things
directly to one another, to relntions of things to observers
are omitted. Because tA9 relations of things .6o observers are
omitted, the functions cannot be mosified by variations in the
relations between the observers and the things. Because there
cannot be any such modification, the functions must be the same
for all observers.

lb is to be noted that the principle of equivnlence
goes far beyond m re inF,esendence of Psrtsco]nr slaces and -,-2arti-
culer times. Colors amt as observed vary with the position,
velocity, acceleration, of he observer; they vary with  the intensity
of the lit by which he vi ws them; they vary uith the condition
of his eyes, such as his need of ssectscles and his possible
color-blindness. But colors as expleined by a series of wave-
lengths of radiation are necessarily the same for all observers;
all conceive them in she same fashion, ali no one is handicapned
by color-blindness.

NOW t's.s principle of equivalence represents a
property of the direct relations of things to co another. Such
a property can be employed as a oremise to determine -shat the
relations are. How csn such a premise be formulated? A part-al
formulation is to take the oririn and orientation of coordinate
axes as representing the observer, and to iwklaxxerinira say
that functions, representing orisciPles or  laws, satisfy the
principle of equivalence if they remain invariant in form under
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the sroup of continuous trrnsfornstiors. For if the observer
moves about, he does no in some continuous fashion. But the
functions re, resesting laws are independent of any such motion
of the observer. And this independence is uuaranteed to them
by their invrriance under continuous transformations.

Such is the postul-te of#the General Theory of
Relativity, „hich has hnd some confirmation, and of the Generalized
Theory of Gravitation, which as yet has not been nut in a form
that admits an empirical test.
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Certain observations are in order.
First, scalars, vectors, and generally tensors

are quantities that may be defined by their transformation
properties. Thus, a set of n quantities forma contravariant
vector if they trsnsCorm acc"Erd-ng to the same rule as the
differentials of the coordinates. A set of n sunntities ferms
a covariant vector if they transform in an 6posite manner to
the dIf2erentia1s of the coordinates. Co,trnvariant and covariant
tensors are sets of n2 and hither orders of ouontities that
transform in a more 3cmnlicsted but analorrous fashion. Hence,
by wApressing physical princi-)les and laws in cov-riant form,
automatically there is attained invariance under the group of
continuous transformations. (On the tensor calculus, the reader
may consult for a brief outline the second chapter of G. O.
MoVittiels Cosmelonical Theory, London 1937, Methuents Mononra hs
on Physical Subjects.]

Secondly, invariance will be obtained only in
so far as there are e)cpressed the relations of thinss to one
another. As soon as ejuations are made more s)ecific by ap ealing
to observational data of any kind, thm:dmmatlzaa there is intro-
duced a determination from rsl-tions to observers; and then
Invariance is no longer to be exnr.cted. Perhars this accounts
for the fact that in the General Theory of 7elativity the 0-ua.,ions
remain invariant only as long as theft.- coefficients, gij, remain
In place, See Lindsay and Margenaul p. 368.

Thirdly, the same consiceration seems relevant
when one attempts to urnlerst-nd tbe/incomestibility of General
Relativity and 0,uantum Lechrnics. As will apnear presently,
quantum Mechanics is concerned with observables. It seeks
formulations of things in t1-.oir relations to us while General
Relativity rests on the relations of thirrrs to one another
and only in its applications turns to relations to us.

Fourthly, the heuristic sinnificonce of the
principle of esuivalence, irter'reted as a principle of covariance,
is not that it restricts the field of possible laws but rather
that it givos a detesminate meaning to the empirical investif7atorls
preference for the simplest laws. As A. Einstein has advanced
in his autobiography (Albert Eins tein, Philosopher-Scientist,
ed. P.A.Schlinp, Library of Livirw, Philosophers, 1949 and 1951, p. 69
rOW York, Tudor Publishing Com-rany), any law could, perhaps,
be expressed in covariant form but within the restriction of
such a form one can begin by working out the simplestAand, if
they fail, advance to the more comnlex.

Fifthly, of interest in th_s connection is
Einstein's conviction that data. alone are insufficient to guide
the constructive efforts of intellisence. There also is needed
a formal 1-rincirle that functions as tha does the negation of
the possibility of a -)ernetuum mobile in thermodynamics. Such
a formal princinle Eisstein believed he had found in his nostuiabe
of invariance, first, in Special Relativity and then in General
Relativity. See ibid., pp. 53, 57. 69.0
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64,440 Before we turn to the consideration of statis-
tical lays, a summary wo.ld seem to be in order.

After notire the similarities between mathematical
and empirical insi7hts (mil) ond the differences between them
we ra)sed the question of the origin and nature of the clues,
hints, suggestions that lend up to insight.

As a clue for i sieht into clues we took the
solution of a simple a1,7ebraic problem AIX and leroceeded
to generalize.

'.,7telt is to be knoYn, when the insieht occurs,
is anticipated by the mere fact of inquiry and is named the
"nature of...," the "such as to...," the "sort of thing that.... "

But similNrs are similarly understood. Hence,
the "nature of..." may be srecified by crlemas of a classification
based on sensible similarity; and 'rhen inArht occurs, this
Preliminary classificntion will yield Piece to a systematic
account that speaks of things, not in terms of their relations
to our senses, but in terms of their relations to one another.
Thus, the "nature of..." is replaced by the more precise
anticipation of an unspecified correlation to be specified,
of an indeterminate function to be determined 0111002,3).

Now functions can be determined, not only by
the empirical process of ,reaching formulae th-t all known
measurements satisfy, but also by appealing, to quite general
considerations and arwing from them to differential equations
which restrict the group of possibly relevant functions.
Quite obviously, both procedures can be combined and commonly
are combined to obtain a scissors-like action that apnronches
a solution both from above and below *111111105.9.10,

Further, when differences form a non-countable
infinite set, as is the CPSO with place nnd tine, there cannot
be a distinct explanation for each element of d.fference.
Hence constant velocity hns to be reeerded as residual Gap 41-"')

50
in fact, it isAregardd in Newton's first lam of motion.
More generally, the mathematical ex ressim of principles and
laws has to be invariant under teansformations between inertial ox.
system in accordance v:ith the postulate of Special Relativity (44.100.

inasmuch as/

	

	 Indeed, ARG9 principles and laws exnress the 	 A
relations of thins to one another and omit all reference to
the relations of thine,s to observers, it follows that the mthe-
matoical expression of prircioles and laws must be invariant
in symbolic form under co:rtinuous transformations (1101413(s4.6).

Finally, one may add tilt these considerations
supply only an abstract scheme. In concrete ineuery they are
employed not sin7ly but together. As a science develops, all
that already is known serves to render more determinate and
precise the general heuristic anticipations that have been
outlined.
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0	 The fact of inquiry is an anticipation of something

to be imosn by understanding. Hitherto only one type ofs such
antici:sation has been consic.7.ered, namely, the anticipation of
a correlation, a function, a law, a system. The investisator
mess!..ires, plots his results upon a graph, and expects to find

slsooth curve or formula tYsst will be satisfied, not only by
the measurements he has made, but also by all sleassrements that

•J%he or anyone else ever 'sill make.
Now it is well to encosrase isvesti7ators in that

expectation, to tell them that, if they do not discover any law,
then -perhaps they are measurins the wrona7 thin7s, that they are
not exclsding some extranszeous influence, that if only they
are doc,r.T.•ed. enough then acme day someone will Iscover the
relevant' correlation, function., law,

encourasement must not be carried to the
point of deception. As we have seen, there is an empirical
residue, and the insisht relevant to it consists in. grasping,
not the system to s-laSeh it conforms, but its ultimately non-
systematic c,•,.ara.cter, its escape from the dominance of systems
Hence, with ressect to an nss-resate of data or measurements,
the anticipation, constituted by the fact of inquiry, is not
a sirs-;le assertion bit rather a disjunction. The anticipation
is, not that there is some corselatinn to be grasped, but that
.either there is such a correlation or else there is not.

(04'4*klike member of thek disjunction has been considered in ektrik,
foresoiss account of' anticipatisns of the systssst-Aic. S'e now
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Finally, these nctuel fvequencles will be non-systematic if it
is not possible to define an Op, 0q, Or, PI, Ct , RI, such that
PI aLiays follows Op, Q! al ays follows 0q, always follows
Or, etc., so that the indeterminateness of the alternatives is
eliminated.

It is to be noted that when a set of alternative
consequents has been defined, then it is possible by combi ations
to construct further sets of alternatives. Thus, one can consider
the adtuel frequency of the combination "eithr P or Q," or of
the co-ibination "P on a first occasion nnd 1 on the second occasion,'
etc., etc.

One may add au once that the actual frequency of
a number of alternatives ta'-en tor-ether is the sum of their
actual fre-uencies taen separately. Thus, the actual frequency
of "eith r P or Q" will necessarily be (p + q)/n. Similarly,
the actual freiuency of the total set of alternatives will
neces'a_rily be pin or unity.

4.3	 P 
Let us novdefine a probability as the proper

fraction from which ith actual frequency does not diverge system-Ala
s:stematically.

The definition posits an ideal proper fraction,
which it names a probability. It admits that this ideal proper
fraction will not be coincident with actual freevencies. It
denies that the diverrrence between the ideal and the actual
will be slptentatic.

Suppose, for instnnce, that the probability of
casting a "six" Ath a sin-le die is 1/6. Then, on the first
six throws, a "six" may occur twice, on a second once, on a
third not at all, etc. The actual frequency hops about In
random fashion while the probability always remains the same 1/6.
There is then a diver-ence bemeen the actual and the ideal.
But this divergence is non-systematic, so that the differences
between the actual and the Ideal cannot be reduced to any rule
or law.
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Certain clarifications are in order.
First, the reason for the definition is, perhaps,

obvious enough. Actual freelencies are non-systematic; they very
from case to case; and their variation is not sub:ect to any
rule or law. But a probability is an Je'eal fraction; it is the
same for every case of a given kind; it is the representative
of the universal, abstract, necessitatine, systematizine tendencies
of underAtandin3.	 Hence, if probability and actual frequency
coincided) then either both :.oeld be systematic or both would
be non-systematic. If they diver-ed and the (fivor-ence iere
systematic, then the actual 2fregeency wo,ld '1,1Nre to be the
system tic reseltant of the serteeaeic probability and the
systeeatic diver-once from probability. One meets the requirements
of the problem only if 1) the actual fre uency is non-systematic,
2) the nrobabilety is somehow systemnic 0.49A.I.i2 3) the actual

frequency may dive re non- systematically from the probability,
and 4) the actual fre oency cannot diver-e systeeatically from
the probability.

SeconOly, it follows th-t the prol)ability Of
a set of alternatives is the sum of the probabilities of the
alternatives taken sinely. For, as we have seen) the actual

the/fre iuency of such a sot is the sum of/actual frequencies of the
(.2 )members of the sot (NW and, more ver, there cannot be a

' s7steeetic diver once between actual freuency and probability.
But there meld be such sistemntic divergence if the probability
of the set were not the sum of the probnb_lit*es of the ronbers
of the set. II_C(10701 ely, one must ceny the coeso uent and its
antecedent to affirm that the probability of El sot of alternet_ves
is the sum of the probabilities of the alternatives taken
sincly.

Thirdly, a probability is not the mathematical
limit of a series of actual freenencies. For a series of terms
tends to a mathematical limit inasmuch as divergonce from that
limit can be made as small as one pleases. But actual freeuencies
do not converge upon probability. They hop aboet at random.
They aTeoroach the probability only to recede. Instead of
converging, they diveree. But they cannot make their divergence
effective, for they cannot get any ser..tem into it.

Fourthly, thourrh a probability is not a mathematical
limit, there are unobjectionablg assumptions that ma:7'o° introduced
so that the non-systematic divereence of probability becomes
virtually equivalent to the conver-ence characteristic of the
ma thematical limit. See Lindsay and Mareenau, pp. 165 ff.

P45,24;4:6-1F, our procedure eill be to distirreu:_sh
two radically different meanings of the term, probability.
As defined, proleability is an ideal proper fraction from which
actual frequencies can diveree but not systematically. Bat 4idwiAis-41
one also speaks of the probability of opinions and then one
does not mean that there is some fraction relevant to the opinion.
What is probability in this second sense and uhet is its relation
to probability in the first sense, are questions that must for
the moment be postponed.
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It is\one thing to calculste the probability of
throwing a "four" with A siePle, unbiassed dial another to make
the some caluclntion wheh- a pair of dice are usaq, and a third
to do so when'the dice are`loaded. In all three 6r-ens there
is the SEIM eenerdo element: 'actual frequency diver-es non-
systenatically from the proner fraction named probability.
But this genus divides into three distinct species, and the
basis of the division resides in the manner in which probability
is determined.

36

The first species is eeuirrobability. Its conditions
are that 1) when an antecedent, 0, occurs, then there occurs one
and only one of a set of n alternatives and 2) there is no
systematic favoring of any of the n alternatives. From the
conditions it follows that the pro bability of the occurrence
of any given alternative will be 1/n. For were the probability
some ta other fraction, soy a/n, where a is less or greater than
unity, then that alternative could not -d-ivor-e systematically
from a/n and so must suffer sy-stoneltic discrimination, if a is
less than unity, or zxs receive s:estemeetic favoring, if als
greater than unity.

The second soecies is a derivetive of the first.
Its conditions are that ;) when an antecedent, 0, occurs, then

•

there occurs one and onlY one of a set of n altornatives, 2) there
is a systematic favoring of some alrernatives, but 3) this systematic
favoring can be reduced to a case in which there is no s7steertic
favoring,

Thus, :hen a pair of dice are cr,s61 there a.°
tik eleven possible results, of 	 scyme,,eoccur more frequently

Wti than others. However, this favorine can be eliminated by
iek considering the therty-six alternatives constituted by combining
vai	 xmr each of the siN faces of one die with each of the six of the

other. No one ofthat thirty-six alternatives is favored in any
systematic manner, and so the second species is reduced to the
first.

The second seecies of probability is investi-eted
at length by applying the mathematical theory of combinntions.
The basic formula assigns the nrollability, di:, of r successes in
n tries, when is the probability of one success in one try.
This formula is worked out in any suitable text and along with
it the reader will find the apnroximations developed by Laplace,
Poisson, and Gauss.

The third species does not admit reduction to
the first or to the second. There is an antecedent followed
by one and only one of a non-sestematic set of alternatives.
But one cannot settle by inspection what the alternatives
aro; and their respective probailities neither are equal nor
are reducible to a the case of eaeiprobability. Thus, when dice
are loaded, some combinations mielat never occur; moreover, the
occurrence of any civen face of a loaded die is not equal in
probability with the occurrence of any other face, for there is
some systematic favoring.        

0 0     
t
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The third snecies may be described as involving
a syetematic element which, ho ever, does not succeed in completely
dondnating the results. There is a systematic element, otherwise
the alternatives would be equiprobable. But the systematic
eh ment does not succeed in domiroiting the results, for they
are found to be non-systemntic.

To meet the problem set by the third species,
the relevant technique would seem to be 1) to loosen the heuristic
anticipations for dealing oith data that can be reduced to system

to/ and 2)/comrensateimg for this loosening by introrfucing nrobabilities
in place of recise nredict ions.

.that would such loosening be? First, a ticipations
of the systematic are 1) that the data will satisfy some one
law or function, 2) that this function will be a solution of
the differential equations that reoresent oeneral features of
he problem. Secondly, these anticinotions can be loosened.

Instead of expecting one function to coveriall the data, one
may expect a series of eigenfunctions, say	 , and a corresponding
series of eigenvalues, say lox.	 Aevin, inntend of exoecting
the single function to be a solution of p differentinl e-untion,
one may expect the eivenfunctions nnñ ei onvolees to be the
solutionsof an operator ecluation, say,

P/jA

where P is the operator, that is, a mathemetical entity that
chanoes one function into another.

Valat is the compensating? The foreeoing yields.
a set of observables, the eigenvalues, pp,. Those that occur
will possess some probability, else they .;:ould not occur; and
they will not possess more than orobahility, else a systematic

•	 .	
.e'0

olution would wt	 Toelz.eie4Xistsxotnen, some'functieae-l-ii-om
rhicVthe	 6an be cerculated, and it velll be

terminable from the eieenpfunction.sevhich t7nro-gh the o-erator
&i-14;t4L4311,..fgq-e-ete-e-le-merevmblooD u u	 • ,•	 o

solution would work. There exists then some state function from
which the frobnbilities can be enlculetod; and one may exoect
the oiganfunctions to lend to the determination of the state
function, for if they succeed in selectine, the observab3 3s with
some Probability, they should be able to contribute to the
determination of the res ective probabilities.

Is this guess-work? Certainly, it is not a
riez;id deduction. On the other hand, it is not purely arbitrary.
It is the fruit of an insioht based upon clues where, as is always
the case, the incioht takes one beyond the clues. Tho,e must be
some loosening of systematic anticipations, for the data dealt
with are only partiary under the influence of that one miirlit
mime a systematic component. There must be some compensotion
for this loosening, else there would be no conclusions at all.
But the exact course of :,he loosening and the compensating
is guided by in. iehts into mathematical Possibilities and0,4/erto&e
strangely, the resulting postulates of quantum Mechanics have
proved hilly successful.

-
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3.5

S. 5

Heuristic Structures

KWW---	 L us now attempt a summary.
As lassical heuristic procedure is based an an

anticipation of th systematic, so statibtical heuristic procedure
is based on an ant pa6ion of the non-systematic. The data of
experience are eith 1) totally systematic, or 2) totally non-
systematic, or 3) pa ly systematic and partly 105Alinon-systemat1c.
If one assumed that 	 sole procedure was classical, one would
assume that the data	 t be totally systematic. If one assumed
that the sole procedur was statistical, one would assume that
the data must be totall non-systematic. But if one is ready
to use either procedure hen thsniaka one makes no assumptions
about the data. The con nt of exnerience may be totally
systematic, totally non- 	 temauic, or partly systematica and
partly non-systematic. N atter which alternative is, in fact,
correct, eiuher classical 	 statistical procedure will work.

The non-sys atic that is envisaged by statistical
procedure is the actual fre ncy. It is some proper fraction,
say pin, where n is the num	 of occurrences of some antecedent, 0,
ana 2 is the number of occur ces of some consequent, P.

The unknown tò b reached by statistical procedure
is named a proDability. It Ai	 illeal proper fraction from
which actual frequencies may01 iv rge but cannot diverge systematically.\
It is determined in one of thr	 nners. For either none of
the possible alternatives or el some of them are favored in a
systematic fashion. If there i 	 systemauic favoring, there
is the first species of equipro 	 ity. If thee is some
systematic favoring, then eitner it canbe reduced to a case
of equiprobability or else it can ot 	 If it can, Newton's
formula or one of its approximati 	 !Jill be relevant. If it
cannot, then an axiomatic structu e, such as is employed in
Quantum Mechanics, can be develop°

Such is the general
Its apnlication is s

the classical scheme. A field of in
and experiments are performed. Meas re
In so far as the results of measureme
procedure is relevant. In so far as tie
then one seeks a probability function w

1. (3ZA,3&1

stic scheme.
to the application of
Is selected. Observations

m nts are made and tabulated.
ar systematic, classical
re ults are nen-systematic,
ich they satisfy.

0

0 
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